
p-SELMER GROWTH IN EXTENSIONS OF DEGREE p

KĘSTUTIS ČESNAVIČIUS

Abstract. There is a known analogy between growth questions for class groups and for Selmer
groups. If p is a prime, then the p-torsion of the ideal class group grows unboundedly in Z{pZ-
extensions of a fixed number field K, so one expects the same for the p-Selmer group of a nonzero
abelian variety over K. This Selmer group analogue is known in special cases and we prove it in
general, along with a version for arbitrary global fields.

1. Introduction

1.1. Growth of class groups and of Selmer groups. It is a classical theorem of Gauss that
the 2-torsion subgroup PicpOLqr2s of the ideal class group of a quadratic number field L can be
arbitrarily large. Although unboundedness of # PicpOLqrps for an odd prime p is a seemingly
inaccessible conjecture, [BCH`66, VII-12, Thm. 4] explains how to extend Gauss’ methods to prove
that # PicpOLqrps is unbounded if L{Q ranges over the Z{pZ-extensions instead.

As explained in [Čes15a], growth questions for ideal class groups and for Selmer groups of abelian
varieties are often analogous. It is therefore natural to hope that for a prime p and a nonzero abelian
variety A over Q, the p-Selmer group SelpAL can be arbitrarily large when L{Q ranges over the
Z{pZ-extensions. Our main result confirms this expectation.

Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.6). Let p be a prime, K a global field, and A a nonzero abelian variety
over K. If ArpspKq ‰ 0 (for instance, if p ‰ charK) or if A is supersingular, then

# SelpAL

is unbounded when L ranges over the Z{pZ-extensions of K.

Remarks.

1.3. In the excluded case when ArpspKq “ 0 and A is not supersingular (when also charK “ p
and dimA ą 2), there nevertheless is an n P Zą0 that depends on A such that

# Selpn AL

is unbounded when L ranges over the Z{pnZ-extensions of K, see Theorem 5.6.

1.4. See Corollary 5.5 for a version of Theorem 1.2 for Selmer groups of arbitrary isogenies.

1.5. The proof of Theorem 1.2 also reproves the unbounded growth of the p-torsion subgroup of
the ideal class group in Z{pZ-extensions of K, see Corollary 5.3.
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1.6. If K is a number field, then the analogue of Theorem 1.2 for Z{nZ-extensions with 1 ă n ă p
seems to lie much deeper: by [Čes15a, 4.1 (b)], this analogue would imply the conjectured
unboundedness of p-torsion of ideal class groups of Z{nZ-extensions of a finite extension of K.
If charK ą 0, then [Čes15a, 5.5] proves an analogue of this type with n “ 2 and p ‰ charK.

1.7. Previous investigations. Theorem 1.2 was known in a number of special cases:

‚ By Matsuno [Mat09, 4.5], if K “ Q and dimA “ 1;

‚ By Clark and Sharif [CS10, Thm. 3], if p ‰ charK and dimA “ 1;

‚ By Creutz [Cre11, 1.1] (which improves Clark [Cla04, Thm. 7]), if charK “ 0, Galois acts
trivially on NSpAKq, and A has a principal polarization coming from a K-rational divisor;

‚ By [Čes15a, 4.2], if p ‰ charK and A has Z{pZ or µp as a K-subgroup, or if A has everywhere
semiabelian reduction and Z{pZ as a K-subgroup.

Unboundedness of p-Selmer sizes has also been observed in a number of other settings—typical
variants include allowing arbitrary L{K as long as rL : Ks is bounded and/or also varying A as
long as dimA is constant. For such results, see Cassels [Cas64], Bölling [Böl75], Kramer [Kra83],
Fisher [Fis01, Cor. 2], Kloosterman and Schaefer [KS03, Thm. 2], Kloosterman [Klo05, 1.1], Matsuno
[Mat07, 5.1], [Mat09, Thm. A], and Bartel [Bar10, 1.1 and 4.4]. For an attempt to understand
p-Selmer behavior in Z{pZ-extensions of number fields in the elliptic curve case, see Brau [Bra14].

Question 1.8. In Theorem 1.2, is #XpALqrps also unbounded?

In their respective special cases of Theorem 1.2, Clark–Sharif [CS10] and Creutz [Cre11] prove that
the answer is ‘yes’.

1.9. An overview of the proofs and of the paper. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is given in §5 and
is based on arithmetic duality, the key input being a general version of the Cassels–Poitou–Tate exact
sequence. In §4 we include a proof of this sequence that treats all global fields on an equal footing
and circumvents well-known difficulties in positive characteristic by exploiting topologies carried by
cohomology groups of local fields. The crucial topological input is closedness and discreteness of
the image of a certain global-to-local pullback map. The analysis of this map in §2 rests in part on
the results of [Čes15b] and leads to several improvements to the literature on arithmetic duality in
positive characteristic, notably to [GA09, §4] and to [Mil70]. To be able to simultaneously prove the
growth of class groups mentioned in Remark 1.5, in §3 we present a general framework for Selmer
groups that extends the framework of Selmer structures of Mazur and Rubin to arbitrary global fields
(in positive characteristic the unramified subgroups that play the decisive role in Selmer structures
tend to be too small). For an overview of the auxiliary results isolated in Appendices A and B, see
the introductions of the appendices.

1.10. Notation. The following notation is in place for the rest of the paper:

‚ K is a global field;

‚ If charK “ 0, then S is the spectrum of the ring of integers of K;

‚ If charK ą 0, then S is the proper smooth curve over a finite field such that the function
field of S is K;

‚ A place of K is denoted by v, the resulting completion by Kv, the ring of integers and the
residue field of Kv by Ov and Fv, and the maximal ideal of Ov by mv;
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‚ A place of a finite extension K 1 of K is denoted by v1.

As usual, µn denotes KerpGm
n
ÝÑ Gmq and αp denotes the Frobenius kernel of the additive group

Ga over Fp. For an n P Zě0 and a p-divisible group (or a scheme) X over a base S of characteristic
p ą 0, we let Frobpn, X{S : X Ñ Xpp

nq denote the n-fold relative Frobenius morphism of X over S.
Further notation is recorded in the beginning of each individual section.

As mentioned in §1.9, topology carried by cohomology groups of local fields will play an important
role in treating all K at once. This topology is always taken to be the one defined in [Čes15b, 3.1–3.2].
To avoid cluttering the proofs with repetitive citations, in §1.11 we gather the main topological
properties that we will need. We will use these properties without explicit reference.

1.11. HnpKv, Gq for a commutative finite G. Fix a place v of K, a commutative finite Kv-group
scheme G, and an n P Zě0. By [Čes15b, 3.5 (c), 3.6–3.8], HnpKv, Gq is a locally compact Hausdorff
abelian topological group that is discrete if n ‰ 1. By [Čes15b, 3.5 (b)], if G is étale (in particular,
if charK “ 0), then H1pKv, Gq is also discrete. By [Čes15b, 3.10], if v - 8 and G is a commutative
finite flat Ov-model of G, then the pullback map identifies HnpOv,Gq with a compact open subgroup
of HnpKv, Gq (if n ě 2, then HnpOv,Gq “ 0 by [Toë11, 3.4]). By [Čes15b, 4.2], if G fits into an
exact sequence 0 Ñ H Ñ GÑ QÑ 0 of commutative finite Kv-group schemes, then the maps in
the resulting cohomology sequence are continuous.

1.12. Conventions. We identify the nonarchimedean v with the closed points of S. For a nonempty
open U Ă S, writing v R U signifies that v does not correspond to a closed point of U (and hence could
be archimedean). For a field F , a choice of its algebraic closure is denoted by F . Fppf cohomology is
denoted by Hn; identifications with étale cohomology are implicit and use [Gro68, 11.7 1˝)]; further
identifications with Galois cohomology are likewise implicit. If v is archimedean, then we implicitly
make the Tate modification: HnpKv,´q is our shorthand for pHnpKv,´q (this does not affect the
Hn with n ě 1). Compactness of a topological space does not entail Hausdorffness, and ‘locally
compact’ means that every point has a compact neighborhood.

Acknowledgements. I thank Julio Brau, Pete L. Clark, Brendan Creutz, Bjorn Poonen, and
Yunqing Tang for helpful conversations or correspondence.

2. Discreteness of the image of global cohomology

2.1. The setup. Throughout §2, we let U be a nonempty open subscheme of S and let G be a
commutative finite flat U -group scheme. The objects of study are the pullback map

locnpGq : HnpU,Gq Ñ
À

vRU H
npKv,Gq for n P Zě0 and its kernel DnpGq. (2.1.1)

We seek to show in Theorem 2.18 that ImplocnpGqq is closed and discrete and that DnpGq is finite.

Proposition 2.2. The following square is Cartesian (with injective maps as indicated):

H1pU,Gq �
�

//

��

H1pK,Gq

��
ś

vPU H
1pOv,Gq �

�
//
ś

vPU H
1pKv,Gq.

Proof. This is a special case of [Čes16a, 4.3]. �

Proposition 2.3. The image Im plocnpGqq is closed for every n P Zě0.
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Proof. Let H be the Cartier dual of G. By [Čes16b, 5.3], the images of locnpGq and loc2´npHq are
orthogonal complements under the sum of cup product pairings

HnpKv,Gq ˆH2´npKv,Hq Ñ H2pKv,Gmq
invv
ÝÝÑ Q{Z.

By Proposition A.3 and the discreteness of H2pKv,Gmq supplied by [Čes15b, 3.5 (b)], these pairings
are continuous, so the claim follows. �

Proposition 2.4. The image ImplocnpGqq is discrete for n ‰ 1.

Proof. Even the target of locnpGq is discrete for n ‰ 1. �

Lemma 2.5. Let U 1 Ă U be a nonempty open.

(a) If Imploc1pGU 1qq is discrete, then so is Imploc1pGqq.

(b) If Imploc1pGU 1qq is discrete and D1pGU 1q is finite, then D1pGq is finite.

Proof. Let W be a compact neighborhood of 0 in
À

vRU H
1pKv,Gq, so

W 1 :“W ˆ
ś

vPUzU 1 H
1pOv,Gq

is a compact neighborhood of 0 in
À

vRU 1 H
1pKv,Gq. By Proposition 2.3, the discrete Imploc1pGU 1qq

is closed in
À

vRU 1 H
1pKv,Gq, so Imploc1pGU 1qq XW 1 is finite. Thus, Imploc1pGqq XW is finite, too,

W z
`

Imploc1pGqq X pW zt0uq
˘

exhibits 0 as an isolated point of Imploc1pGqq, and (a) follows.

For (b), Proposition 2.2 gives the inclusion D1pGU 1q Ă D1pGq in H1pU 1,Gq, whereas
rD1pGq : D1pGU 1qs ď #

`

Imploc1pGU 1qq XW 1
˘

. �

Lemma 2.6. Let K 1{K be a finite separable extension and U 1 the normalization of U in K 1.

(a) If Imploc1pGU 1qq is discrete, then so is Imploc1pGqq.

(b) If D1pGU 1q is finite, then so is D1pGq.

Proof. Let F 1{F be either K 1{K or K 1
v1{Kv for places v1 | v of K 1 and K. The kernel of the restriction

r : H1pF,Gq Ñ H1pF 1,Gq
is finite, as one sees by using the separability to enlarge F 1{F to a finite Galois extension, and then
identifying Ker r with H1pGalpF 1{F q,GpF 1qq, which is finite by inspection.

(a) Let W 1 be a compact neighborhood of 0 in
À

v1RU 1 H
1pK 1

v1 ,Gq. By [Čes15b, 2.7 (viii)], the
restriction H1pKv,Gq Ñ H1pK 1

v1 ,Gq is continuous for each v1 | v, so there is a compact
neighborhood W of 0 in

À

vRU H
1pKv,Gq lying in the preimage of W 1. As in the proof of

Lemma 2.5, Imploc1pGU 1qqXW 1 is finite and it suffices to prove the finiteness of Imploc1pGqqX
W , which follows by using in addition the finiteness of

Kerp
À

vRU H
1pKv,Gq Ñ

À

v1RU 1 H
1pK 1

v1 ,Gqq.

(b) The finite KerpH1pK,Gq r
ÝÑ H1pK 1,Gqq contains KerpD1pGq Ñ D1pGU 1qq. �

Lemma 2.7. Suppose that G fits into an exact sequence

0 Ñ HÑ G Ñ QÑ 0

of commutative finite flat U -group schemes.
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(a) If Imploc1pHqq and Imploc1pQqq are discrete and D1pQq is finite, then Imploc1pGqq is discrete.

(b) If D1pHq and D1pQq are finite, then so is D1pGq.

Proof.

(a) Let WQ be a compact neighborhood of 0 in
À

vRU H
1pKv,Qq. By the discreteness of

Im
`

loc1pQq
˘

and Proposition 2.3,

#
`

Im
`

loc1pQq
˘

XWQ
˘

ă 8.

We combine this with the Hausdorffness of
À

vRU H
1pKv,Qq to shrink WQ to ensure that

Im
`

loc1pQq
˘

XWQ “ t0u.

We then let WG be a compact neighborhood of 0 in the preimage of WQ in
À

vRU H
1pKv,Gq.

Claim 2.7.1. The preimage WH of WG in
À

vRU H
1pKv,Hq is a compact neighborhood of 0.

Proof. Due to continuity, WH is a closed neighborhood of 0, so only its compactness requires
proof. Each x PWH has a compact neighborhood

Wx Ă
À

vRU H
1pKv,Hq.

By [Čes15b, 4.4 (c) (3)], the map
À

vRU H
1pKv,Hq Ñ

À

vRU H
1pKv,Gq

is closed, and hence open onto its image. The image of WH is a closed, and hence compact,
subspace of WG , so it is contained in the image of the union Z of a finite number of the Wx.
Since Z is compact, so is the union of its

´

À

vRU QpKvq

¯

-translates. This union contains the
closed subset WH, which is therefore compact. �

As in the proof of Lemma 2.5, Proposition 2.3 and Claim 2.7.1 ensure the finiteness of
Im

`

loc1pHq
˘

XWH and it suffices to prove the finiteness of Im
`

loc1pGq
˘

XWG .

Claim 2.7.2. The image I of Imploc1pHqq in
À

vRU H
1pKv,Gq is closed and discrete.

Proof. For the closedness, it suffices to combine Proposition 2.3 with loc. cit. For the
discreteness, it suffices to use the finiteness of I XWG inherited from Im

`

loc1pHq
˘

XWH. �

Claim 2.7.3. If J Ă H1pU,Gq is the preimage of D1pQq, then loc1pGqpJq is closed and discrete.

Proof. Since
rloc1pGqpJq : Is ď #D1pQq ă 8,

every subset of loc1pGqpJq is a union of finitely many translates of subsets of I, and hence is
closed in

À

vRU H
1pKv,Gq due to Claim 2.7.2. �

By construction,

Im
`

loc1pGq
˘

XWG “ loc1pGqpJq XWG ,

so Claim 2.7.3 gives the finiteness.

(b) Since
rD1pGq : D1pGq X ImpH1pU,Hqqs ď #D1pQq,

it suffices to prove that the preimage P of D1pGq in H1pU,Hq is finite. For this, we use the
inequality

rP : D1pHqs ď
ś

vRU #QpKvq. �
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For use in the proof of Theorem 2.9, we recall the following well-known lemma.

Lemma 2.8. For a field F and a commutative finite F -group scheme G, there is a finite separable
extension F 1{F such that GF 1 is a successive extension of F 1-group schemes that are isomorphic to
Z{mZ with m P Zą0, or to µm with m P Zą0, or to αp with p “ charF (where α0 :“ 0).

Proof. The claim is clear for étaleG, and hence, by passing to Cartier duals, also forG of multiplicative
type. Thus, the connected-étale sequence allows us to assume that G is connected and has a connected
Cartier dual. By [SGA 3II, XVII, 4.2.1 ii) ô iv)], such a G is a successive extension of αp’s. �

Theorem 2.9. The image Imploc1pGqq is discrete and the kernel D1pGq is finite.

Proof. Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8 reduce to the case when GK is a successive extension as in Lemma 2.8.
We spread out and use Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 to reduce further to the cases of G “ Z{mZ, of G “ µm,
and of G “ αp, and we use these formulas to extend G to a finite flat S-group scheme rG.

We set
W :“

À

vRU H
1pOv, rGq (with H1pOv, rGq :“ H1pKv,Gq for v | 8),

so W is an open neighborhood of 0 in
À

vRU H
1pKv,Gq. By Proposition 2.2, the preimage of W in

H1pU,Gq is H1pS, rGq. Since H1pS, rGq is finite, so are D1pGq and Imploc1pGqq XW . �

Remarks.

2.10. The finiteness of D1pGq proved in Theorem 2.9 improves [GA09, 4.3], which proved such
finiteness after replacing G by GU 1 for a sufficiently small nonempty open U 1 Ă U .

2.11. For the discreteness of Imploc1pGqq to hold, not a single v R U can be omitted from the direct
sum in the target of loc1pGq. For instance, for a prime p, the image of

Fprt, t´1s{Fprt, t´1sp – H1pFprt, t´1s, αpq Ñ H1pFppptqq, αpq – Fppptqq{Fppptqqp

is dense rather than discrete.1

Question 2.12. Do the closedness and discreteness of the subset

Imploc1pGqq Ă
À

vRU H
1pKv,Gq

continue to hold for a larger class of U -group schemes G of finite type?

We turn to preliminaries needed for Theorem 2.16.

2.13. The cohomology with compact supports sequence. We let Hn
c denote the fppf cohomol-

ogy with compact supports that takes into account the infinite primes, as defined in [Mil06, III.0.6 (a)].
Loc. cit. provides the promised exact sequence, which reads

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hn
c pU,Gq

xnc pGq
ÝÝÝÑ HnpU,Gq locnpGq

ÝÝÝÝÑ
À

vRU H
npKv,Gq

δnc pGq
ÝÝÝÑ Hn`1

c pU,Gq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ (2.13.1)

and gives DnpGq “ Impxnc pGqq and ImplocnpGqq “ Kerpδnc pGqq.

2.14. Global duality. We let H be the Cartier dual of G, so that [Mil06, III.3.2 and III.8.2] gives
a bilinear pairing

HnpU,Gq ˆH3´n
c pU,Hq Ñ H3

c pU,Gmq
tr
ÝÑ Q{Z (2.14.1)

that identifies H3´n
c pU,Hq with the Pontryagin dual of the discrete HnpU,Gq.

1The isomorphism H1
pFppptqq, αpq – Fppptqq{Fppptqq

p is a homeomorphism by [Čes15b, 4.3 (b) and 4.5].
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Lemma 2.15. In the setup of §§2.13–2.14, the homomorphism dual to locnpGq identifies with
δ2´nc pHq, i.e., the following diagram commutes

HnpU,Gq

locnpGq
��

Ś

H3´n
c pU,Hq

(2.14.1)
// H3

c pU,Gmq
tr // Q{Z

À

vRU H
npKv,Gq

Ś

À

vRU H
2´npKv,Hq

δ2´n
c pHq

OO

ř

v ´Y´ //
À

vRU H
2pKv,Gmq

δ2c pGmq

OO

ř

v invv
// Q{Z,

where the bottom row is the sum of Tate–Shatz local duality pairings.

Proof. We have proved this in the course of the proof of [Čes16b, 5.3]. �

Theorem 2.16. The pairing (2.14.1) induces a perfect pairing of finite abelian groups

DnpGq ˆD3´npHq Ñ Q{Z. (2.16.1)

Proof. Lemma 2.15 proves that

KerplocnpGqq and Kerpx3´nc pHqq

are orthogonal under (2.14.1), so (2.16.1) exists and is nondegenerate on the left. Consequently,

#DnpGq ď #D3´npHq,

and, since D0pHq inherits finiteness from H0pU,Hq and D1pHq is finite by Theorem 2.9, D2pGq and
D3pGq are finite, too. Swapping the roles of G and H, we learn that equalities must hold in the
inequalities above, so (2.16.1) is also nondegenerate on the right. �

Remark 2.17. The deduction of Theorem 2.16 from Theorem 2.9 is the same as that of [GA09, 4.7]
from [GA09, 4.3].

For ease of reference, we combine some of the results of §2 into the following theorem.

Theorem 2.18. For U and G as in §2.1 and every n P Zě0, the image ImplocnpGqq is closed and
discrete in

À

vRU H
npKv,Gq and the kernel DnpGq is finite.

Proof. The image claim is proved in Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 and Theorem 2.9. The kernel claim is
proved in Theorems 2.9 and 2.16. �

3. Finiteness of Selmer groups

The results of §2 allow us to prove finiteness of Selmer groups without distinguishing between
the number field and the function field cases (see Theorem 3.2). The key finiteness inputs to
Theorem 3.2 are the finiteness of class groups and the Dirichlet Unit Theorem, both through the
proof of Theorem 2.9. In the case of the φ-Selmer group for an isogeny φ between abelian varieties
over K, Theorem 3.2 seems to improve the literature by treating all K and φ simultaneously, instead
of resorting to [Mil70] that was tailored specifically to the charK | deg φ case. The approach of
loc. cit. is close to ours: the key lemma of [Mil70] is a variant of Theorem 2.9 for Z{pZ, µp, and αp.

Throughout §3, we fix a commutative finite K-group scheme G.
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3.1. Selmer groups. Selmer conditions for G are compact subgroups

SelpGKvq Ă H1pKv, Gq, one for each place v of K, (3.1.1)

such that there is a nonempty open U Ă S and a commutative finite flat U -model G of G for which

SelpGKvq Ă H1pOv,Gq inside H1pKv, Gq for every v P U

(the choice of G plays no role: two G’s identify over a smaller U). The resulting Selmer group, SelpGq,
is the fiber product

SelpGq

��

Ă H1pK,Gq

��
ś

v SelpGKvq Ă
ś

vH
1pKv, Gq.

(Implicitly, SelpGq depends on the chosen Selmer conditions (3.1.1).)

Theorem 3.2. For every choice of Selmer conditions, SelpGq is finite.

Proof. Let U and G be as in §3.1. By Proposition 2.2, imposing Selmer conditions at all v P U
leaves us with a subgroup of H1pU,Gq. By Theorem 2.18 and the compactness of

À

vRU SelpGKvq,
imposing the further conditions at all v R U leaves us with a finite group. �

Examples.

3.3. If SelpGKvq “ 0 for all v, then Theorem 3.2 recovers the finiteness of

X1pGq :“ KerpH1pK,Gq Ñ
ś

vH
1pKv, Gqq,

proved in [Mil06, I.4.9] in the number field case and in [GA09, 4.6] in the function field case.

3.4. If φ : AÑ B is an isogeny of abelian varieties over K, then the subgroups

BpKvq{φApKvq Ă H1pKv, Arφsq

are compact due to the compactness of BpKvq and the continuity of the connecting map
(supplied by [Čes15b, 4.2]). These subgroups are Selmer conditions—the U -model requirement
is met due to [Čes16a, 2.5 (d)]. The resulting Selmer group is the φ-Selmer group SelφA.

3.5. If G is a commutative finite flat S-group scheme, then Proposition 2.2 ensures that H1pS,Gq
is the Selmer group that results from the Selmer conditions

H1pOv,Gq Ă H1pKv,Gq for v - 8 and

H1pKv,Gq Ă H1pKv,Gq for v | 8.

3.6. If charK “ 0 and in Example 3.5 one chooses G “ Z{mZ for m P Zě0 but alters the Selmer
conditions to be 0 Ă H1pKv,Gq for v | 8, then, by the theory of the Hilbert class field, the
resulting Selmer group is the Pontryagin dual of the m-torsion of the ideal class group of K.

Remark 3.7. The notion of Selmer conditions extends the notion of a Selmer structure defined
in [MR07, 1.2] in a number field setting. The role of the U -model G is analogous to the role
of the unramified subgroups in loc. cit. (the unramified subgroups are too small when G is not
étale), with the caveat that for added flexibility we do not insist that almost all of the inclusions
SelpGKvq Ă H1pOv,Gq be equalities.
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4. Cassels–Poitou–Tate

In §5, our proof of unbounded Selmer growth is based on manipulating a generalization of the
Cassels–Poitou–Tate sequence. This generalization is presented in Theorem 4.2, which extends
[CS00, 1.5] to finite group schemes over global fields (loc. cit. focused on the case of finite group
schemes of odd order over number fields). In (4.5.1) we write out the sequence of Theorem 4.2 in
the special case of Selmer groups of dual isogenies between abelian varieties over a global field.

4.1. Selmer conditions that are orthogonal complements. Let U Ă S be a nonempty open,
G a commutative finite flat U -group scheme, and H its Cartier dual. For each v R U , let

SelpGKvq Ă H1pKv,Gq and SelpHKvq Ă H1pKv,Hq (4.1.1)

be compact subgroups that are orthogonal complements under the Tate–Shatz local duality pairing

H1pKv,Gq ˆH1pKv,Hq Ñ H2pKv,Gmq ãÑ Q{Z, (4.1.2)

which is perfect by [Sha64, Duality theorem on p. 411] (alternatively, by [Mil06, I.2.3, I.2.13 (a),
III.6.10]). We complete (4.1.1) to Selmer conditions by using the compact subgroups

H1pOv,Gq Ă H1pKv,Gq and H1pOv,Hq Ă H1pKv,Hq for v P U. (4.1.3)

By [Mil06, III.1.4 and III.7.2], (4.1.3) also concerns orthogonal complements, so shrinking U does
not affect the setup. By Proposition 2.2, the resulting Selmer groups SelpGq and SelpHq fit into
inclusions

SelpGq Ă H1pU,Gq Ă H1pK,Gq and SelpHq Ă H1pU,Hq Ă H1pK,Hq; (4.1.4)

by Theorem 3.2, they are finite. As in §2.1, we let

locnpGq : HnpU,Gq Ñ
À

vRU H
npKv,Gq

be the pullback map.

Theorem 4.2. With the setup of §4.1 there is an exact sequence with continuous maps

0 Ñ SelpGq Ñ H1pU,Gq Ñ
à

vRU

H1pKv,Gq
SelpGKvq

ypGq
ÝÝÝÑ SelpHq˚ xpGq

ÝÝÝÑ H2pU,Gq loc2pGq
ÝÝÝÝÑ

à

vRU

H2pKv,Gq,

where SelpGq, SelpHq, H1pU,Gq, and H2pU,Gq are discrete and p´q˚ denotes the Pontryagin dual.

Proof. Exactness up to H1pU,Gq amounts to (4.1.4) and the definition of SelpGq. By [Čes16b, 5.3],

Imploc1pGqq Ă
À

vRU H
1pKv,Gq and Imploc1pHqq Ă

À

vRU H
1pKv,Hq

are (closed) orthogonal complements under the sum of the pairings (4.1.2), and hence, by [BouTG,
III.28, Cor. 1] and [HR79, 24.10], so are

Imploc1pGqq`
À

vRU SelpGKvq Ă
À

vRU H
1pKv,Gq and Imploc1pHq|SelpHqq Ă

À

vRU H
1pKv,Hq.

We therefore arrive at further orthogonal complements

Im
´

H1pU,Gq Ñ
À

vRU
H1pKv ,Gq
SelpGKv q

¯

and Imploc1pHq|SelpHqq Ă
À

vRU SelpHKvq, (:)

which are closed because [HR79, 24.11] ensures the continuity of the pairings between H1pKv ,Gq
SelpGKv q

and
SelpHKvq. Loc. cit. then allows us to define ypGq to be the continuous map that factors through

Imploc1pHq|SelpHqq˚ Ñ SelpHq˚.

This map is injective due to Theorem 2.18 and [HR79, 24.8–24.11], so exactness at
À

vRU
H1pKv ,Gq
SelpGKv q

follows.
9



Loc. cit. also ensures the exactness of the sequence

0 Ñ
´

H1pU,Hq
SelpHq

¯˚

Ñ H1pU,Hq˚ Ñ SelpHq˚ Ñ 0.

By Theorem 2.18 and [BouTG, III.28, Cor. 3], the image of

H1pU,Hq Ñ
À

vRU
H1pKv ,Hq
SelpHKv q

is discrete. By the analogue of (:) for H, this image is also closed. Thus, by [HR79, 23.18, 24.8, and
24.11], the middle row of the diagram

À

vRU H
1pKv,Gq // //

loc1pHq˚

��

À

vRU
H1pKv ,Gq
SelpGKv q

ypGq
��

À

vRU SelpGKvq

% �

33

–
À

vRU

´

H1pKv ,Hq
SelpHKv q

¯˚
// H1pU,Hq˚ //

x

��

SelpHq˚ //

xpGq
vv

0

H2pU,Gq

is exact. Since loc1pHq|SelpHq factors through
À

vRU SelpHKvq, the top part of the diagram commutes.
The map x is obtained from the map x2cpHq of (2.13.1) by using (2.14.1), so the middle column is
exact by Lemma 2.15. In conclusion, x factors through a unique xpGq as indicated,

KerpxpGqq “ ImpypGqq, and ImpxpGqq “ Imx “ Kerploc2pGqq.
Finiteness of SelpHq˚ ensures the continuity of xpGq. �

Remarks.

4.3. To extend the sequence of Theorem 4.2 to the right, combine (2.13.1), §2.14, and Lemma 2.15.

4.4. If G and H extend to Cartier dual finite flat S-group schemes rG and rH, then one may take

SelpGKvq “

#

H1pOv, rGq, for v P SzU ,
H1pKv,Gq, for v | 8,

and SelpHKvq “

#

H1pOv, rHq, for v P SzU ,
0, for v | 8.

With these choices, the sequence of Theorem 4.2 compares H1pS, rGq and H1pU,Gq.

Example 4.5. Let φ : AÑ B and φ_ : B_ Ñ A_ be dual isogenies of abelian varieties over K, and
let φ : A Ñ B and φ_ : B_ Ñ A_ be their extensions to dual isogenies of abelian schemes over a
nonempty open U Ă S of good reduction. As in Example 3.4,

BpKvq{φApKvq Ă H1pKv, Arφsq and A_pKvq{φ
_B_pKvq Ă H1pKv, B

_rφ_sq

constitute Selmer conditions for Arφs and B_rφ_s with Selmer groups SelφA and Selφ_ B
_. By

Proposition 2.2 and [Čes16a, 2.5 (d)], these conditions for v P U cut out

H1pU,Arφsq Ă H1pK,Arφsq and H1pU,B_rφ_sq Ă H1pK,B_rφ_sq.

By Proposition B.1, the remaining conditions at v R U put us in the framework Theorem 4.2. Taking
into account Remark 4.3, the resulting exact sequence reads

0 // SelφA // H1pU,Arφsq //
À

vRU H
1pKv, Aqrφs // pSelφ_ B

_q˚

// H2pU,Arφsq //
À

vRU H
2pKv, Arφsq // pB_rφ_spKqq˚.

(4.5.1)

10



The last map is surjective if H3pU,Arφsq “ 0. By §2.14, this is so if H0
c pU,B_rφ_sq “ 0, in particular,

if U ‰ S and either charK “ 0 and 2 - deg φ, or charK ą 0.

5. Growth of Selmer groups

Theorems 5.2 and 5.6 along with Corollary 5.5 are the sought unbounded Selmer growth results. In
§5, for a finite extension K 1{K and an open U Ă S, we denote the normalization of U in K 1 by U 1.

5.1. Selmer conditions over varying base fields. To fix the general setup, suppose that U Ă S
is a nonempty open, G and H are Cartier dual commutative finite flat U -group schemes, and S is a
set of finite extensions of K such that K P S . Suppose also that for each K 1 P S one has compact
subgroups

SelpGK1
v1
q Ă H1pK 1

v1 ,Gq and SelpHK1
v1
q Ă H1pK 1

v1 ,Hq for v1 R U 1 (5.1.1)

that are orthogonal complements as in (4.1.1) and such that the restriction maps

H1pKv,Gq Ñ H1pK 1
v1 ,Gq and H1pKv,Hq Ñ H1pK 1

v1 ,Hq
induce the maps

SelpGKvq Ñ SelpGK1
v1
q and SelpHKvq Ñ SelpHK1

v1
q (5.1.2)

whenever v1 R U 1 and v is the place below v1. We write

SelpGU 1q and SelpHU 1q

(resp., SelpGq and SelpHq if K 1 “ K) for the Selmer groups that result by completing (5.1.1) to
Selmer conditions as in (4.1.3). These Selmer groups are finite due to Theorem 3.2. Due to (5.1.2),
for each K 1 P S restriction maps induce the maps

SelpGq Ñ SelpGU 1q and SelpHq Ñ SelpHU 1q.

As in §4.1, shrinking U affects neither the above setup, nor the Selmer groups.

Theorem 5.2. In the setup of §5.1, if GK is étale, p is a prime dividing #GK , and S consists of
the Z{pZ-subextensions of K{K, then

# SelpGU 1q
is unbounded when K 1 ranges in S .

Proof. Let V Ă U be a nonempty open. Initial segments of the exact sequences of Theorem 4.2 for
GV and GV 1 fit into the commutative diagram

0 // SelpGq //

a

��

H1pV,Gq l //

b

��

´

À

vRU
H1pKv ,Gq
SelpGKv q

¯

‘

´

À

vPUzV
H1pKv ,Gq
H1pOv ,Gq

¯

c
��

ypGV q
// SelpHq˚

0 // SelpGU 1q // H1pV 1,Gq l1 //

ˆ

À

v1RU 1
H1pK1

v1
,Gq

SelpGK1
v1
q

˙

‘

ˆ

À

v1PU 1zV 1
H1pK1

v1
,Gq

H1pOv1 ,Gq

˙

ypGV 1 q // SelpHU 1q
˚.

Claim 5.2.1. As V and K 1 vary, # Ker b is bounded.

Proof. By the injectivity aspect of Proposition 2.2,

H1pV,Gq Ă H1pK,Gq and H1pV 1,Gq Ă H1pK 1,Gq,
so Ker b Ă H1pGalpK 1{Kq,GpK 1qq. It remains to observe that the cardinality ofH1pGalpK 1{Kq,GpK 1qq

is bounded in terms of p and #G. �
11



Claim 5.2.2. As V and K 1 vary, # Ker c is unbounded.

Proof. We fix an m P Zą0. Since G is finite étale over a nonempty open of U , Čebotarev density
theorem gives a set Σ of m closed points v P U for which µppKvq “ µppKvq and GOv is constant.

We fix a v P Σ and let Z{prZOv
be a direct summand of GOv . Since H1pKv,Z{prZq is the group of

homomorphisms
h : GalpKv{Kvq Ñ Z{prZ

and H1pOv,Z{prZq is the subgroup of unramified h, every ramified Z{pZ-extension K 1
v1{Kv kills a

nonzero element of H1pKv,Gq{H1pOv,Gq. We fix such a K 1
v1{Kv: there are many to choose from if

charKv “ p, and there is at least one if charKv ‰ p due to the µppKvq “ µppKvq requirement.

We use [NSW08, 9.2.8] to find a Z{pZ-subextension K{K 1{K that interpolates the chosen local
extensions K 1

v1{Kv and set V :“ U ´ Σ to arrive at a c with

# Ker c ě pm. �

Since # Coker l is bounded by # SelpHq, unboundedness of # Ker c supplied by Claim 5.2.2 implies
that of # Kerpc|Im lq. By Claim 5.2.1, # Ker b stays bounded, so unboundedness of # Kerpc|Im lq

implies that of # Coker a, i.e., that of # SelpGU 1q when K 1 ranges in S . �

Corollary 5.3. For a prime p, the cardinalities

# PicpS1qrps

are unbounded when K 1 ranges over the Z{pZ-extensions of K.

Proof. We use [Čes15a, B.1 (a)] to replace # PicpS1qrps by #H1pS1,Z{pZq. Then it remains to apply
Theorem 5.2 to U “ S and G “ Z{pZ with SelpGK1

v1
q “ H1pK 1

v1 ,Z{pZq for v
1 | 8. �

Remark 5.4. For further results similar to Corollary 5.3, see, for instance, [Mad72].

Corollary 5.5. For an isogeny φ : A Ñ B between abelian varieties over K and a prime p that
divides the order of some K-étale subgroup G Ă Arφs (if p ‰ charK, then the K-étaleness of G is
automatic),

# SelφAK1

is unbounded when K 1 ranges over the Z{pZ-extensions of K.

Proof. Let ψ : AÑ C be an isogeny with kernel G. Since

# KerpSelψ AK1 Ñ SelφAK1q

is bounded by #pArφs{Gq, we may assume that ψ “ φ. In this case, we let φ_ be the dual isogeny
and choose U and (5.1.1) as in Example 4.5 (using Proposition B.1) to argue that Theorem 5.2
applies. �

In characteristic p, Corollary 5.5 may be supplemented by the following result.

Theorem 5.6. For a prime p and a nonzero abelian variety A over K, there is an n P Zą0 for
which

# Selpn AK1

is unbounded when K 1 ranges over the Z{pnZ-extensions of K. Moreover, one may choose n “ 1 if
ArpspKq ‰ 0 (for instance, if charK ‰ p) or if A is supersingular (for instance, if ArpspKq “ 0 and
dimA ď 2).

12



Remark 5.7. For every N ě n, the sizes of the kernel and the cokernel of the map

Selpn AK1 Ñ pSelpN AK1qrp
ns

are bounded by p2ng, see [Čes15a, 6.7 (a)]. Therefore, Theorem 5.6 also shows that # SelpN AK1 is
unbounded when K 1 ranges over the Z{pnZ-extensions of K.

In the case when ArpspKq “ 0, the proof of Theorem 5.6 will use the following lemmas.

Lemma 5.8. For a connected-connected p-divisible group G over a field k of characteristic p, there
exist integers x ą y ą 0 and z ě 0 such that

KerpFrobpxt, G{kq Ă Grpyt`zs for every t P Zě0.

Proof. For any x, y, and z, the indicated inclusions may be tested over the algebraic closure of k, so we
lose no generality by assuming that k “ k. Since G is connected-connected, all its Dieudonné–Manin
slopes lie in the open interval p0, 1q.

If G is isoclinic of slope r
s , then its s-fold relative Frobenius morphism Frobps, G{k identifies with

multiplication by pr, so it suffices to set x :“ s, y :“ r, and z :“ 0 (with these choices the indicated
inclusions are even equalities). Thus, more generally, if G is a product of isoclinic p-divisible groups
Gi with slopes t risi u and we set x :“

ś

si, then

KerpFrobpxt, Gi{kq “ Girp
ri¨

x
si
¨t
s for every i and every t P Zě0,

so it suffices to in addition set y :“ maxitri ¨
ś

i1‰i si1u and z :“ 0.

In general, thanks to the Dieudonné–Manin classification and the assumption k “ k, there is a
k-isogeny f : GÑ G1 towards a p-divisible group G1 that is a product of isoclinic p-divisible groups.
Thus, if x and y are chosen for G1 as in the previous paragraph, then, in order to obtain the sought
triple x, y, z for G, it remains to let z be any nonnegative integer such that Ker f Ă Grpzs. �

Lemma 5.9. For every n, ` P Zě1, a nonarchimedean local field k of characteristic p ą 0 has
infinitely many totally ramified Z{pnZ-extensions rk{k such that Galprk{kq acts trivially on ro{rm`,
where ro denotes the ring of integers of rk and rm Ă ro denotes the maximal ideal.

Proof. The condition on the triviality of the action means that the ramification subgroup Galprk{kq`´1
equals the entire Galprk{kq. In terms of the upper numbering, this means that

Galprk{kq
ϕ
rk{k
p`´1q

“ Galprk{kq, where ϕ
rk{k
p`´ 1q “

ş`´1
0

dx

rGalprk{kq0 : Galprk{kqxs
.

Thus, since ϕ
rk{k
p`´ 1q ď `´ 1, it suffices to ensure that

Galprk{kq`´1 “ Galprk{kq, or that even Galprk{kq` “ Galprk{kq.

Local class field theory then reduces us to finding infinitely many continuous Z{pnZ-quotients of oˆ
onto which 1`m` maps surjectively, where o denotes the ring of integers of k and m Ă o denotes
the maximal ideal. By [Neu99, II.5.7 (ii) and its proof], there is a topological group isomorphism

oˆ » po{mqˆ ˆ
ś8
i“1 Zp

such that the image of the subgroup 1 ` m` Ă oˆ contains the subgroup
śfp`q
i“1 0 ˆ

ś8
i“fp`q`1 Zp

for some fp`q P Zě1. It remains to observe that the quotient Zp{pnZp of the ith copy of Zp with
i ą fp`q gives rise to a sought quotient of oˆ. �
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Proof of Theorem 5.6. Corollary 5.5 settles the case charK ‰ p, so we assume that charK “ p.

The overall structure of the argument will be similar to the one used to prove Theorem 5.2. Namely,
we let V Ă U Ă S be nonempty opens such that A extends to an abelian scheme AÑ U , and we use
the sequence (4.5.1) with φ “ rpnsA (and an n to be fixed later) to obtain the commutative diagram

0 // Selpn A //

a

��

H1pV,Arpnsq l //

b

��

à

vRV

H1pKv, Aqrp
ns

c
��

// pSelpn A
_q˚

0 // Selpn AK1 // H1pV 1,Arpnsq l1 //
à

v1RV 1
H1pK 1

v1 , Aqrp
ns

with exact rows. As in the final paragraph of the proof of Theorem 5.2, due to the uniform
boundedness of # Ker b supplied by the proof of Claim 5.2.1, it suffices to prove that there is an n
subject to the constraints of the last sentence of the claim such that # Ker c is unbounded when
V and K 1 vary. Moreover, since we may use [NSW08, 9.2.8] to interpolate any finite set of local
Z{pnZ-extensions by a global Z{pnZ-extension, it suffices to show that for some n satisfying the
constraints and for infinitely many v P U there is a Z{pnZ-extension K 1

v1{Kv such that

KerpH1pKv, Aqrp
ns Ñ H1pK 1

v1 , Aqrp
nsq ‰ 0. (5.9.1)

By Tate local duality, the requirement (5.9.1) is equivalent to the requirement that the norm map

N : A_pK 1
v1q Ñ A_pKvq is not surjective. (5.9.2)

To find infinitely many v P U satisfying (5.9.2) for some K 1
v1 , we split the argument into cases.

The case when ArpspKq ‰ 0. In this case, neither of the isogenous p-divisible groups Arp8s and
A_rp8s is connected, so A_rpspKq ‰ 0, too. Therefore, at the cost of shrinking U , we may assume
that A_rps is an extension of a nonzero finite étale U -group scheme Q by a finite flat U -group
scheme H that has connected fibers. By the Čebotarev density theorem, there are infinitely many
v P U such that QpFvq ‰ 0. For such v, due to the vanishing of H1pFv,Hq supplied, for instance, by
[Čes15b, 5.7 (b)], one also has A_pFvqrps ‰ 0.

We choose n “ 1, let v be such that A_pFvqrps ‰ 0, and let K 1
v1{Kv be any ramified Z{pZ-extension.

The norm map N of (5.9.2) reduces to multiplication by p on A_pFvq, so cannot be surjective
because #pA_pFvq{pA_pFvqq “ #A_pFvqrps.

The case when A is supersingular. We choose n “ 1 and for any v P U use Lemma 5.9 to choose a
ramified Z{pZ-extension K 1

v1{Kv for which GalpK 1
v1{Kvq acts trivially on Ov1{m

p2

v1 . For proving that
the norm map N of (5.9.2) is not surjective, we consider the formal group of A_Kv

, i.e., the formal
completion of A_Ov

along the identity section of the special fiber. The Ov-points of this formal group
identify with

lim
ÐÝně1

KerpA_pOv{m
n
v q� A_pFvqq,

and hence also with the kernel
Ker pA_pOvq� A_pFvqq

of the reduction map, and likewise over Ov1 . We seek to show that

N pKerpA_pOv1q� A_pFv1qqq Ă KerpA_pOvq� A_pOv{m
p
vqq (5.9.3)

(the indicated surjectivity results from the Ov-smoothness of A_Ov
). Once this is done, it will follow

that N : A_pOv1q Ñ A_pOvq cannot be surjective because #A_pFv1q ă #A_pOv{m
p
vq.
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Since A_pOv{m
p
vq Ă A_pOv1{m

p2

v1 q, for (5.9.3) it suffices to show that N induces the zero map on

KerpA_pOv1{m
p2

v1 q Ñ A_pFv1qq.

This induced map agrees with multiplication by p because GalpK 1
v1{Kvq acts trivially on Ov1{m

p2

v1 .
Moreover, since A is supersingular, so is A_, and hence the p-divisible group A_rp8s is isoclinic of
slope 1

2 . In particular, the multiplication by p map of A_ identifies with the relative p2-Frobenius
morphism Frobp2, A_{K . Therefore, the map induced by N on KerpA_pOv1{m

p2

v1 q Ñ A_pFvqq agrees
with the map induced by the relative p2-Frobenius of A_Ov1

, and hence vanishes.

The case when ArpspKq “ 0. In this case, the isogenous p-divisible groups Arp8s and A_rp8s are
connected-connected, so Lemma 5.8 provides integers x ą y ą 0 and z ě 0 such that

KerpFrobpxt, A_{kq Ă A_rpyt`zs for every t P Zě0. (5.9.4)

We choose a t for which xt ą yt` z, set n :“ yt` z, and for a v P U use Lemma 5.9 to choose a
totally ramified Z{pnZ-extension K 1

v1{Kv for which GalpK 1
v1{Kvq acts trivially on Ov1{m

pxt

v1 . Similarly
to the proof of the supersingular case, we seek to show that

N pKerpA_pOv1q� A_pFv1qqq Ă KerpA_pOvq� A_pOv{m
pxt´n

v qq, (5.9.5)

which will prove the sought nonsurjectivity of N because #A_pFv1q ă #A_pOv{m
pxt´n

v q. To prove
(5.9.5), it suffices to prove that the map induced by N on

KerpA_pOv1{m
pxt

v1 q Ñ A_pFv1qq.

is zero. Since GalpK 1
v1{Kvq acts trivially on Ov1{m

pxt

v1 , this induced map is multiplication by pn, so,
due to (5.9.4), it factors through the zero map induced by the relative pxt-Frobenius of A_Ov1

. �

Remark 5.10. Since the sequence

0 Ñ pSelpn AK1q
GalpK1{Kq Ñ H1pV 1,ArpnsqGalpK1{Kq l1

ÝÑ
`

Im l1
˘GalpK1{Kq

is exact, the proof of Theorem 5.6 shows that even #pSelpn AK1q
GalpK1{Kq is unbounded (and similarly

in Corollary 5.5).

Appendix A. Continuity of cup products

The goal of this appendix is to prove that cup product pairings on local cohomology groups are
continuous, see Proposition A.3 for a precise statement. Such continuity is implied by the assertion
[Mil06, III.6.5 (e)] (whose proof is omitted in loc. cit.) and is crucial for this paper through its roles
in the Tate–Shatz local duality [Mil06, III.6.10] and in the proof of Proposition 2.3.

As always, the topology on cohomology is that defined in [Čes15b, 3.1–3.2]. However, we also use
[Čes15b, 5.11 and 6.5 (with 3.5 (d))], which guarantee agreement with the “Čech topology.” In
Lemma A.2, we recall the needed Čech-theoretic notation; see [Čes15b, 5.1] for further recollections.

Lemma A.1. For a local field k, a k-group scheme G locally of finite type, and an x P H1pk,Gq,
there is a finite extension k1{k such that the image of H1pk1{k,Gq ãÑ H1pk,Gq (consisting of classes
of right G-torsors that become trivial over k1) contains an open neighborhood of x.

Proof. By [SGA 3I new, VIIA, 8.3], G is an extension

1 Ñ H Ñ GÑ QÑ 1
15



of a smooth k-group scheme Q by a finite connected H. By [Čes15b, 3.5 (a) and 4.2], the map

H1pk,Gq Ñ H1pk,Qq

has open fibers, so a k1{k killing the fiber containing x would suffice. To arrive at such a k1, we
replace k by a finite extension to kill the image of x in H1pk,Qq and apply [Čes15b, 5.7 (b)], which
supplies a finite extension of k that kills the entire H1pk,Hq. �

Lemma A.2. For a finite extension k1{k of local fields and a finite k-group scheme G, the map

H1pk1{k,Gq ãÑ H1pk,Gq

is a closed embedding (as in [Čes15b, 5.1], we let Z1
k1{k,G be the k-scheme of 1-cocycles and endow

H1pk1{k,Gq with the quotient topology via Z1
k1{k,Gpkq� H1pk1{k,Gq).

Proof. We fix an algebraic closure k containing k1, so

H1pk,Gq “ lim
ÝÑk{rk{k1

H1prk{k,Gq,

where rk ranges over the indicated finite subextensions. By [Čes15b, 5.11], if each H1prk{k,Gq is
topologized analogously to H1pk1{k,Gq, then the topology on H1pk,Gq agrees with the direct limit
topology. It therefore suffices to show, as we do below, that each

H1pk1{k,Gq ãÑ H1prk{k,Gq

is closed.

For n ě 0, we set rkn :“ bni“0
rk (tensor product over k) and let

Cn
rk{k,G

:“ Res
rkn{k

pG
rkn
q

be the scheme of n-cochains (for G with respect to rk{k). Since G is finite, Cn
rk{k,G

is an affine k-group
scheme of finite type. Thus,

C1
k1{k,G ãÑ C1

rk{k,G

is a closed immersion by [SGA 3I new, VIB, 1.4.2], so

Z1
k1{k,G ãÑ Z1

rk{k,G

is one, too. It remains to note that the C0
rk{k,G

pkq-orbit quotient map

Z1
rk{k,G

pkq� H1prk{k,Gq

is closed because C0
rk{k,G

pkq is finite. �

Proposition A.3. For a local field k and a bilinear pairing Gˆk H Ñ F of commutative k-group
schemes locally of finite type with G and H finite, the cup product induces a continuous map

Hnpk,Gq ˆHmpk,Hq Ñ Hn`mpk, F q for every n,m P Zě0.

Proof. By [Sha72, p. 208, Thm. 42], every element of Hnpk,Gq lies in the image of Hnpk1{k,Gq
for some finite extension k1{k, and likewise for Hmpk,Hq. Moreover, Hnpk,Gq and Hmpk,Hq are
discrete except for H1. Working in neighborhoods of fixed elements of Hnpk,Gq and Hmpk,Hq and
using Lemmas A.1 and A.2, we therefore reduce to proving the continuity of the composition

Hnpk1{k,Gq ˆHmpk1{k,Hq
´Y´
ÝÝÝÑ Hn`mpk1{k, F q

y
ÝÑ Hn`mpk, F q for every k1{k.
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Continuity of y is part of the agreement with the Čech topology, whereas the cup product lifts to a
map

Znk1{k,Gpkq ˆ Z
m
k1{k,Hpkq Ñ Zn`mk1{k,F pkq

that is continuous because it is induced by a k-scheme morphism. �

Appendix B. Selmer conditions for dual isogenies are orthogonal complements

We seek to justify the legitimacy of the choice of Selmer conditions in Example 4.5 by proving
Proposition B.1, which is standard but seems to lack a reference.

Proposition B.1. For a local field k and dual isogenies φ : A Ñ B and φ_ : B_ Ñ A_ between
abelian varieties over k, the subgroups

Bpkq{φApkq Ă H1pk,Arφsq and A_pkq{φ_B_pkq Ă H1pk,B_rφ_sq

are orthogonal complements under the Tate-Shatz local duality pairing

H1pk,Arφsq ˆH1pk,B_rφ_sq Ñ Q{Z.

Proof. Due to the commutativity of diagrams such as the first one in [Mil06, III.7.8], the case φ “ nA
for n P Zą0 is an implicit corollary of the proofs [Mil06, I.3.4, I.3.7, and III.7.8] of Tate local duality
for abelian varieties. Thus, we assume the φ “ nA case to be known and deduce the general case.

By symmetry, it suffices to show that Bpkq{φApkq is the annihilator of A_pkq{φ_B_pkq. We set
n :“ deg φ and let ψ : B Ñ A be the isogeny for which ψ ˝ φ “ nA. In the diagram

Bpkq{φApkq

ψ

��

� � // H1pk,Arφsq

��

Ś

H1pk,B_rφ_sq
++

A_pkq{φ_B_pkq? _oo Q{Z

Apkq{nApkq �
�

// H1pk,Arnsq
Ś

H1pk,A_rnsq

H1pk,ψ_q

OO

33A_pkq{nA_pkq? _oo

OOOO

Q{Z

(B.1.1)

in which ψ_ is the isogeny dual to ψ, the curved arrows are the Tate–Shatz local duality cup product
pairings, and the wing squares commute. By [Oda69, 1.1], the inclusion Arφs ãÑ Arns identifies with
the Cartier dual of ψ_ : A_rns Ñ B_rφ_s, so the commutativity of the pairing square results from
using [GH71, 3.1] to identify cup product pairings with Ext-product pairings, using [GH70, 4.5] to
identify Ext-product pairings with Yoneda edge product pairings, and using the commutativity of

Ext1pB_rφ_s,Gmq

Ext1pψ_,Gmq

��

Ś

Ext1pZ, B_rφ_sq // Ext2pZ,Gmq

Ext1pA_rns,Gmq
Ś

Ext1pZ, A_rnsq //

Ext1pZ,ψ_q

OO

Ext2pZ,Gmq

that results from interpreting Ext’s as Hom’s in a derived category.

The commutativity of (B.1.1) and the assumed φ “ nA case show thatBpkq{φApkq killsA_pkq{φ_B_pkq.
Moreover, an x P H1pk,Arφsq that kills A_pkq{φ_B_pkq maps to Apkq{nApkq in H1pk,Arnsq, so
x P Bpkq{φApkq due to the commutativity of the following diagram with exact rows:

Bpkq{φApkq

ψ

��

� � // H1pk,Arφsq

��

// // H1pk,Aqrφs� _

��

Apkq{nApkq �
�

// H1pk,Arnsq // // H1pk,Aqrns. �
17
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